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Should I become a coach?�

Partner with us in training!�

Addressing your�
long-term� goals�

Make your own hours�and�
determine�your paycheck�

Achieving financial�
rewards�

We champion diversity, leadership, high standards, communication and teamwork –�
everywhere we do business.�

Coaching is a challenging but extremely�
rewarding career path. The world needs lots�
more great coaches! We venture to guess that�
you wouldn’t be reading this unless you were�
considering coaching as a possible career.�

As a leading developer and direct seller of�
LIVE,  home study and on-demand distance�
learning The Life Coach Certification Group�
will partner with you in training and provide�
you with the necessary tools to make a�
generous living in your own growing business.�

Your coaching business should be a reflection�
of you ... your dream, your goal, your�
objectives.�

Do you have the entrepreneurial spirit?�

Are you great at making life work for you?�

Would you like to design you own work day?�

Would you like unlimited earning potential?�

If you answered yes to the questions above,�
then we invite you to consider a career in�
coaching.�



Coaching�

Coaching�

Assessing Goals�

Client Evaluation�

Long-Term Goals�Coaching skills are about knowing the right�
questions to ask and having the right tools and�
techniques to empower you to find�
those answers within yourself.�

The coach helps clients to�
connect head and your heart in a�
way that transforms the passion for�
a dream into action for life.�

The client, is the only expert in his or her�
entire life who truly knows what he or she�
needs. The client is the only expert who can�
recognize what is absolutely best for them.�
Coaches are simply experts in the coaching�
process. As the coach, you help your client to�
discover what their your own personal "best"�
might be.�

Coaches are highly trained as generalists and�
can coach superbly on any aspect of life. However,�
we may choose to specialize in one or more of the�
following areas:�

Relationships;�
Stress Management and Balance;�
Spirituality and Personal Growth;�
Entrepreneurial and Small Business Development;�
Career Planning and Development;�
Motivation and Time Management;�
Creativity for Artists, Writers, Musicians and�
Performers;�
Finances and Budgeting;�
Health, Aging, Lifestyle and Self-Care;�
Family and Parenting;�
And much more�

Every day we make choices to do or not do�
many things. These choices may range from�
profound to trivial and each one has an effect that�
makes our lives more fulfilling or less fulfilling, more�
balanced or less balanced, that make our process of�
living more effective or less effective. Life coaching�
helps the client learn how to make choices that�
create an effective, balanced and fulfilling life.�

Life Coaching is a challenging, but�
extremely rewarding career path.  The world�
needs lots more great coaches.  I venture to�
guess that you wouldn't be reading this unless it�
was least a potential direction for you.�

Coaches come from all sorts of�
backgrounds.  Consulting, counseling,�
business, training, and entrepreneurship are�
just some of the areas that can give you some of�
the experience you will need.�

Life Coaching is a profession that is profoundly�
different from consulting, mentoring, advice,�
therapy, or counseling. The coaching process�
addresses specific personal projects, business�
successes, general conditions and transitions in�
the client's personal life, relationships or�
profession by examining what is going on right�
now, discovering what your obstacles or�
challenges might be, and choosing a course of�
action to make your life be what you want it to�
be.�

Life Coaching is a designed alliance between�
coach and client where the coaching�
relationship continually gives all the power back�
to you, the client. We believe that you know the�
answers to every question or challenge you may�
have in your life, even if those answers appear�
to be obscured, concealed or hidden inside�



Contact�

Dr. Randin Brons, PhD, CMH, MSLC�
Chief Learning Officer�
The Life Coach Certification Group�
1-800-925-7116 (Toll Free North America)�

Sign up today, begin training in two-weeks.�


